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Abstract

In centralized allocation problems participants have incomplete information

about each others’ types. Hence, the designer may deviate from the announced

allocation mechanism without the participants being able to detect these devia-

tions. In this paper, I develop a theory of transparency in allocation problems;

namely, I measure the transparency of a mechanism by the smallest number of

participants that can detect any deviation. I find a striking result on the trans-

parency of widespread allocation mechanisms: on one extreme, deviations from

the Serial Dictatorship and the Immediate Acceptance mechanisms can always

be detected by just two participants, while on the other extreme, deviations un-

der the Deferred Acceptance and Top the Trading Cycles mechanisms may not

be detected unless all information is publicly available. The finding potentially

explains the widespread usage of Immediate Acceptance mechanism in practice

despite its potentially inferior theoretical properties compared to Deferred Ac-

ceptance and Top Trading Cycles.

1 Introduction

Scarce resources are oftentimes allocated in a centralized clearinghouse; the designer

observes or elicits participants’ types, and chooses an allocation through some publicly

announced mechanism. Some major examples include allocation of public school seats,

subsidies housing, and transplant organs. Participants know their own types, but not

others’ types. Hence, the designer may deviate from the announced allocation mecha-

nism without the participants being able to detect the deviation. I introduce a simple
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measure of transparency for allocation mechanisms; I define the transparency index of

a mechanism to be the smallest number of participants needed to detect a deviation

from the mechanism for every problem. My main contribution is computing the trans-

parency index of four well-studied allocation mechanisms: the Serial Dictatorship, the

Immediate Acceptance, the Deferred Acceptance, and the Top Trading Cycles. I find

a striking result. The former two mechanisms have transparency index of two, i.e., it

takes only two individuals’ learning each other’s objects and types to detect any de-

viation from the announced mechanism. In stark contrast, the latter two mechanisms

have a transparency index equal to the number of individuals, i.e., a deviation from the

mechanism may go undetected unless all information is publicly available. The finding

potentially explains why the Immediate Acceptance mechanism persists in practice de-

spite its arguably inferior theoretical properties compared to Deferred Acceptance and

Top Trading Cycles.

Transparency of mechanisms is an important consideration given the practical concerns

about misconduct and fraud during the allocation implementation. Such misconduct

can potentially happen by school district officials. For example, the exam schools

admissions processes in Chicago Public Schools (CPS) have been a source of multiple

controversies. The Office of Inspector-General (OIG) of Chicago Board of Education

(Schuler, 2018), states that in the 2016-2017 admission year

“almost every kind of CPS elementary school imaginable improperly admitted

students last school year. . . . Of more than 18,200 elementary-grade admissions

audited, nearly 6,900 failed the audit. That’s nearly two of every five.”

The report further states that:

“OIG interviews with principals of 30 audited schools that held more than 500

combined audit failures revealed that many didn’t know all the admissions rules,

which are scattered across several locations. Others knew the rules and broke

them. In some cases, audit failures may have been caused by documentation er-

rors. . . . Several principals weeded out applicants, based on a variety of factors,

including attendance concerns. . . . Some principals clearly played favorites.

Many schools bypassed [admission rules] to give preference to the children of

CPS employees, the siblings of existing students or lottery winners, . . . One

principal improperly admitted her four children, her niece and nephew”

Not only school officials, but families too can influence the allocation by misconduct
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and fraud. For example, families may misreport their residency addresses to obtain

preferential priorities at their desirable schools. Such fraudulent activities are highly

undesirable, and therefore, the self-reported residency addresses are subject to further

verification/audit, and penalty of perjury. One survey among parents in the UK found

that

“. . . nearly one in six parents (16%) from all social backgrounds said they

personally knew families who had used a relative’s address to secure a place1.”

The Daily Mail writes that

“Medway Council in Kent withdrew four primary places last year after it found fam-

ilies fraudulently used grandparents’ or childminders’ addresses. . . . In another case,

‘parent A’ tipped off Buckinghamshire County Council last year about ‘parent B’ no

longer living at the address provided. The school place was withdrawn from ‘B’ and

given to ‘A’2.”

The need of transparency and auditability of public school assignment mechanisms has

been highlighted in Pathak (2017) and Benner and Boser (2018). The latter argues that

the assignment mechanism should be audited by an outside entity to guarantee that

the implementation is consistent with enrollment priorities. Such auditing practices

have been adopted by school districts in New Orleans and Chicago (Benner and Boser,

2018). The social impact software company Avela provides independent audit services

to families to determine if the process was fair and explainable.3

In this paper, I study the problem of allocating N indivisible objects to N individuals

with a unit demand. An allocation mechanism is a rule that specifies an allocation

for each realization of individuals’ types. My goal is to develop a formal theory of

transparency that would allow to compare allocation mechanisms in terms of how easy

it is for an auditing entity, such a group of individuals, to detect misconduct or fraud.

More specifically, I define misconduct to be a situation where the mechanism selects

an allocation which is different from the one specified for the given realization of types.

I say a group of individuals detects misconduct if the group’s allocation cannot have

1https://www.theguardian.com/education/2018/sep/13/uk-parents-using-dubious-tactics-beat-

school-admissions-criteria-buying-renting-second-homes
2https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2284511/Massive-rise-parents-caught-lying-children-

school-Hundreds-use-false-addresses.html
3https://avela.org/enrollment
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resulted by the announced mechanism for any possible types’ realization of individuals

from outside of the group. Finally, I define the transparency index of a mechanism

to be a the smallest integer, such that for any individuals’ types’ realization and any

misconduct, there is a group of individuals whose number does not exceed this integer

that detects the misconduct. Hence, allocation mechanisms with small transparency

indices are easily auditable, while those with large transparency indices are prone to

undetected fraud. My main objective is to compute the transparency index of widely

studied and applied allocation mechanisms. I first establish that any (Pareto) efficient

or stable allocation mechanism has a transparency index of at least two. Thus, the

possible spectrum of transparency indices for any mechanism with either of these prop-

erties is between two and N . I find a stark contrast between widely-applied allocation

mechanisms in terms of their transparency indices: Serial Dictatorship and Immediate

Acceptance have a transparency index of only two, whereas Deferred Acceptance and

Top Trading Cycles mechanism have a transparency index of N .

The contrast between Immediate Acceptance, Deferred Acceptance and Top Trading

Cycles in terms of transparency has potential implications for their applicability in real-

life allocation problems. Traditionally, many school districts in the US and around the

world have been using Immediate Acceptance for centralized assignment. However,

starting from 2005, Boston and New York City school districts transitioned from Im-

mediate Acceptance to the Deferred Acceptance mechanism as the former has been

shown to have potentially superior theoretical properties.4 In further years, Deferred

Acceptance was adopted for student admission in several other schools districts, includ-

ing Denver, Chicago, New Orleans, Newark, and Indianapolis. Although many school

districts have abandoned Immediate Acceptance, it still remains as one of the most

common school assignment mechanisms in the US and around the world. Currently,

the mechanism is used in Charlotte-Mecklenbergd, Chicago, Miami-Dade, Minneapolis,

Seattle, and Tampa-St. Petersburg, among others. My result on the superior perfor-

mance of Immediate Acceptance in terms of transparency compared to the Deferred

Acceptance potentially justifies the fact that the former mechanism has been the tradi-

tional choice for school assignment, and has persistently remained in usage despite the

backlash. Transparency concerns potentially also explain the lack of applicability of

Top Trading Cycles, despite the mechanism’s other desirable properties.5 For example,

4Namely, unlike the Immediate Acceptance mechanism, the Deferred Acceptance is stable and

strategyproof (Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez, 2003).
5Namely, Top Trading Cycles is efficient and strategyproof (Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez, 2003).
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Abdulkadiroğlu, Che, Pathak, Roth, and Tercieux (2020) name the mechanism being

hard to explain to parents as a reason for it not being used in practice.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 The Model

Consider the problem of allocating a set of objects O to a set of individuals I, where
|I| = |O| = N ≥ 3. Each individual i ∈ I has a type θi ∈ Θi, where Θi denotes the

possible type space of individual i. For a subset of individuals I ⊆ I, I use θI to denote

the vector (θi)i∈I . Also, I use θ−I to denote the vector (θi)i∈I\I , and I abuse notation to

denote θ−i := (θi′)i′∈I\{i}. The types’ vector of all individuals θ := θI ∈ ×i∈IΘi := Θ

is called an allocation problem, or a problem.

An allocation is a one-to-one mapping α : I → O. A mechanism M is a rule that

selects an allocation M(θ) for each problem θ.

I consider an incomplete information setting, where individuals only observe their own

types. I am interested in transparent mechanisms, where misconduct can be verified by

just a small group of individuals. Formally, misconduct is a situation where mechanism

M selects an allocation α for problem θ, and α ̸= M(θ). I say that the non-empty set

of individuals I ∈ I detects misconduct if for any θ′−I ∈ Θ−I , we have

α(i) ̸= M(θI , θ
′
−I)(i),

for some i ∈ I.

I define the transparency index of a mechanism as the smallest integer such that for

any problem and any misconduct, there is a subset of individuals whose cardinality

does not exceed that integer and who detects misconduct.

Definition 1. The transparency index of a mechanism M is equal to

#M = max
θ∈Θ, α ̸=M(θ)

min
{
|I| : I ⊆ I, I detects misconduct

}
.

It is immediate from the definition above that #M ≤ N for any mechanism M.

Moreover, since only a non-empty subset of individuals can detect misconduct, we
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have that #M ≥ 1. I show that this lowest bound is achieved only in extreme cases. I

say a mechanism is non-exclusionary if for any allocation α, there is a types profile

θ such that M(θ) = α.6 In other words, a mechanism is non-exclusionary if it may

select any allocations under some types profile. In my main application, where types

denote preferences and priorities, any Pareto efficient and stable mechanism satisfies

the property. This is because such mechanisms will choose any allocation which is

anonymously most preferred by all individuals.

The following result establishes that any non-exclusionary mechanism has a trans-

parency index strictly larger than one.

Proposition 1. If M is non-exclusionary, then #M > 1.

The result is proved in the Appendix.

2.2 Preference-and-Priority-Based Allocation

In many real-life applications, scarce resources are rationed based on individuals’ pref-

erences and priorities. In this section, I study a particular application of my model

where types denote preferences and priorities. Formally, the type of individual i is a

pair θi = (≻i, ri), where ≻i is a strict preference ranking over O, and ri = (rio)o∈O is

a vector of object-specific priority scores. I use o ⪰i o
′ to denote o ≻i o

′ or o ̸= o′, in

which case I say that i weakly prefers o to o′. I assume that no two individuals have

the exact same scores for a given object, i.e., i ̸= i′ ⇐⇒ ρio ̸= ρi′o for all i, i′ ∈ I
and o ∈ O. This guarantees that objects have strict priority rankings over individuals,

which is crucial for defining allocation mechanisms in Section 3.7

An allocation α is (Pareto) efficient, if there is no other allocation α′ such that

α′(i) ⪰i α(i) for all i ∈ I and α′(i) ≻i α(i) for some i ∈ I. A mechanism is efficient, if

for any types profile it selects an efficient allocation.

An allocation is stable if there is no individual-object pair (i, o) such that o ≻i µ(i)

and for j := µ−1(o) we have ρio > ρjo. A mechanism is stable, if for any types profile

it selects a stable allocation.

6The condition is also known as citizen sovereignty in the literature (Pápai, 2001).
7All of my results extend to a setting when there are ties in the object-specific priority scores, but

individuals observe their own lottery numbers or rankings used for breaking this ties.
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Any efficient or stable mechanism is non-exclusionary. Thus, by Proposition 1, the

possible spectrum of transparency indices for efficient or stable mechanisms is between

two and N . One may be interested in whether the extreme points of this spectrum

can be achieved by any reasonable mechanism. Surprisingly, I show that all four of the

widely studied and practically applied mechanisms have transparency indices in these

two extremes.

3 Evaluation of Prominent Allocation Mechanisms

I now describe most commonly studied allocation mechanisms:

• Serial Dictatorship (SD). Individuals are ranked according to some ‘dictato-

rial’ order, which may only depend on their object-specific priority scores through

some privately known functions. Initially, all objects are available.

Step 1. The first individual in the order is selected as the first dictator and she

picks her most preferred object. The object becomes unavailable. We proceed to

Step 2.

Step k ≥ 2. The k-th individual in the order is selected as the next dictator, and

she picks her most preferred available object. The object becomes unavailable. If

there are no available objects, the procedure terminates. Otherwise, we proceed to

Step k + 1.

• Immediate Acceptance (or ‘Boston’) Mechanism (IA). Initially, all in-

dividuals and objects are available.

Step 1. Each individual claims her most preferred object. Each object that is

claimed by some individuals, is assigned to the one who has the highest priority

score for the object. The assigned objects become unavailable. We proceed to Step

2.

Step k ≥ 2. Each available individual claims her most preferred available object.

Each object that is claimed by some individuals, is assigned to the one who has

the highest priority score for the object. The assigned objects become unavail-

able. If there are no available individuals and objects, the procedure terminates.

Otherwise, we proceed to Step k + 1.

• Deferred Acceptance Mechanism (DA).
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Step 1. Each individual claims her most preferred object. Each object that is

claimed by some individuals, is tentatively assigned to the one who has the high-

est priority score for the object. The remaining individuals are rejected by the

corresponding objects. We proceed to Step 2.

Step k ≥ 2. Each individual (whether tentatively assigned or not) claims her

most preferred object out of those that have not rejected her yet. Each object

that is claimed by some individuals, is tentatively assigned to the one who has the

highest priority score for the object. The remaining individuals are rejected by the

corresponding objects. If there are no more rejections, the procedure terminates.

Otherwise, we proceed to Step k + 1.

• Top Trading Cycles Mechanism (TTC). Initially, all individuals and ob-

jects are available.

Step 1. Each object points to the individual who has the highest priority score for

the object. Each individual points to her most preferred object. Select a list of

individuals (i1, . . . , iK , iK+1 = i1) such that for each k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, ik points to

an object that points to ik+1. Each individual in the selected list is assigned the

object that she is pointing to. The corresponding individuals and objects become

unavailable. We proceed to Step 2.

Step k ≥ 2. Each available object points to the available individual who has

the highest priority score for the object. Each available individual points to her

most preferred available object. Select a list of individuals (i1, . . . , iK , iK+1 = i1)

such that for each k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, ik points to an object that points to ik+1. Each

individual in the selected list is assigned the object that she is pointing to. If there

are no available individuals and objects, the procedure terminates. Otherwise, we

proceed to Step k + 1.

It is known that SD, IA and TTC are efficient, whereas DA is stable (e.g., Balinski

and Sönmez (1999), Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez (2003)). Hence, by Proposition 1, the

transparency indices of all four mechanisms are between two and N . In the following

result, I establish a striking finding: on one extreme, SD and IA have a transparency

index of two, and on the other extreme, DA and TTC have a transparency index of N .

Theorem 1. #SD = #IA = 2 and #DA = #TTC = N .

Proof. I prove the result for the mechanisms one by one.
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SD. Consider an SD mechanism where the dictatorial order is determined from the

priority scores by some privately known functions σi : RN → R for each i ∈ I, such
that σi(ρi) ̸= σi′(ρi′) for any two different i and i′. Namely, i is ranked higher in the

dictatorial order than i′ if and only if σi(ρi) > σi′(ρi′). This specification allows the

dictatorial order to be fixed, and not depend on priority scores. Formally, that would

correspond to the case where σi is constant for all i ∈ I.

Let θ be an arbitrary types profile and suppose that SD selects an allocation α ̸=
SD(θ). Since θ and α are arbitrary, to prove that #SD = 2, it sufficient to find two

individuals i1 and i2 that detect misconduct.

Let i1 be the individual with the highest rank in the dictatorial order for whom α(i1) ̸=
SD(θ)(i1) := o. Let Ī denote the set of individuals who have higher ranks in the

dictatorial order than i1 and let

Ō :=
{
o ∈ O : α−1(o) ∈ Ī

}
=

{
o ∈ O : SD(θ)−1(o) ∈ Ī

}
.

The last equality follows from the choice of i1. It is immediate that o is the most

preferred object for i1 among the objects in O \ Ō. In particular, o ≻i1 α(i1). Let

i2 denote the individual for whom α(i2) = o. Then, i1 and i2 can detect misconduct

because no matter what the types of individuals in I \ {i1, i2} are, SD cannot assign o

to i2, when σ(i1) > σ(i2), and o ≻i1 α(i1). This completes the proof for the SD.

IA. Let θ be an arbitrary types profile and suppose that IA selects an allocation

α ̸= IA(θ). To prove that #IA = 2, it sufficient to find two individuals i1 and i2 that

detect misconduct.

Let i1 be an individual for whom α(i1) ̸= IA(θ)(i1) := o, and there is no other individ-

ual i with α(i) ̸= IA(θ)(i) to whom an object is assigned to an earlier step than to i1.

Let Ī denote the set of individuals who are assigned an object at an earlier step than

i1 and let

Ō :=
{
o ∈ O : α−1(o) ∈ Ī

}
=

{
o ∈ O : IA(θ)−1(o) ∈ Ī

}
.

The last equality follows from the choice of i1. It is immediate that o is the most

preferred object for i1 among the objects in O \ Ō. In particular, o ≻i1 α(i1). Let i2

denote the individual for whom α(i2) = o. Since IA(θ)(i1) = o ̸= IA(θ)(i2), it should

be that either (i) o has a lower position in the preference ranking of i2 than of i1, or (ii)

o has the same position in the preference rankings of i1 and i2, and ρi1o > ρi2o. In either

case, i1 and i2 detect misconduct because no matter what the types of individuals in
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I \ {i1, i2} are, IA cannot assign o to i2, when o ≻i1 α(i1). This completes the proof

for the IA.

DA. Suppose individuals and objects are indexed, i.e., I = {i1, . . . , iN} and O =

{o1, . . . , oN}. Consider the types profile θ where for each n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, in ranks

on as the second most preferred object, and on+1 as the most preferred object, where

oN+1 := o1). Otherwise, individuals’ preference rankings are arbitrary. The preferences

are illustrated in the table below.

i1 i2 · · · iN−1 iN

o2 o3 . . . oN o1

o1 o2 . . . oN−1 oN

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Assume that priority scores are such that ρinon = N for all n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Otherwise,

the priority scores are arbitrary.

It is immediate that DA(θ)(in) = on+1 for all n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Consider an alternative

allocation α ̸= DA(θ) where α(in) = on for all n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Suppose that for the

types profile θ, DA selects α. I want to show that there is no subset of individuals

I ⊆ I with |I| < N that detects misconduct. Consider such an arbitrary subset,

and consider an in /∈ I. Consider the type θ′in of in where she ranks on as her most

preferred choice and ρinon = N . Otherwise, in’s preference rankings and priority scores

are arbitrary. It is easy to verify that DA(θI , θ
′
in) = α. Consequently, individuals in I

do not detect misconduct. This completes the proof for the DA.

TTC. The proof for TTC is identical to that of DA, as both mechanisms select the

same allocations in the example above. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

4 Related Literature and Discussion

The question of transparent allocation has been studied by three recent papers: Wood-

ward (2020), Akbarpour and Li (2020), and Hakimov and Raghavan (2020). All three

works substantially differ from mine both in terms of modeling choice and findings.

Model. Akbarpour and Li (2020) and Hakimov and Raghavan (2020) study more
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complex setups; in the former the designer and agents are playing a multi-stage game

with private communication protocols, and in the second, the designer dynamically

shares information through some public communication protocol. In contrast to these

papers, I study a very simple setup with static mechanisms, and propose an intuitive

notion of transparency based on the number of individuals who can collectively detect

a deviation solely based on the group’s private information.

Findings. Woodward (2020) and Akbarpour and Li (2020) study an allocation setting

with monetary transfers, and they evaluate transparency indices of different auction

formats. In contrast, my goal is to evaluate allocation mechanisms without transfers.

Hakimov and Raghavan (2020) consider the same problem as I do, however, instead

of studying static implementation mechanisms, they study communications (informa-

tion sharing) rules that make the mechanisms transparent. The authors show that

transparency can be achieved under DA and TTC with a credible communication of

‘admission cutoffs’.

My paper’s major contribution is developing a simple and intuitive theory for trans-

parency in allocation problems. The theory reveals drastic discrepancy in the trans-

parency index of seemingly comparable allocation mechanisms. It also potentially

justifies the widespread application of the Immediate Acceptance mechanism in school

choice on the grounds of transparency and auditability.
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A Proof of Proposition 1

First, I prove a lemma. I say a mechanism is hierarchical, if one can index individuals

I = {i1, i2, . . . , iN}, such that for any k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N −1} and any type profiles θ and

θ′ that only differ with respect to individuals in {ik+1, ik+2, . . . , iN},

M(θ)(ik) = M(θ′)(ik).

The set of individuals I = {i1, i2, . . . , iN} satisfying the above condition is called a

hierarchy.

Lemma 1. If #M = 1, then M is hierarchical.

Proof. Fix a mechanism M. For a given I ′ ⊆ I, and their types profile θI′ , let the set

of achievable objects Oi(θI′) of individual i ∈ I ′ be defined as

Oi(θI′) :=
{
o ∈ O : M(θI′ , θ−I′)(i) = o for some θ−I ∈ Θ−I

}
.

In other words, Oi(θI′) denotes the set of objects such that can be assigned to i, when

the types of individuals’ in I ′ are fixed at θ−I .

Suppose #M = 1. I recursively construct a hierarchy I = {i1, i2, . . . , iN}. First, I

show that there is an individual i such that for any type θi of i, |Oi(θi)| = 1. For
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the sake of contradiction, suppose not; i.e., for any individual i, there is some type

θi, for which |Oi(θi)| ≥ 2. Let θ := (θi)i∈I and α := M(θ). Now pick an arbitrary

individual j1. Since |Oj1(θj1)| ≥ 2, there is an o1 ∈ Oj1(θj1) such that α(j1) ̸= o1.

Moreover, there is an j2 ∈ I \ {j1} such that α(j2) = o. Since, Oj2(θj2)| ≥ 2, there

should be that there is an o2 ∈ O such that α(j2) ̸= o2. Continuing the procedure, we

will obtain a chain of individuals and objects (j1, j2, j3, . . . ), and eventually it should

be that jk+1 = j1 for some k ≤ N . Consider the allocation α′ that differs from α by

that for each individual m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, we have α′(jm) = α′(jm+1). Hence, if the

mechanism selects α′ instead of α at types profile θ, no single individual can detect

misconduct. This contradicts that #M = 1.

Let i1 denote the individual from the previous paragraph and let o1 be the unique

element in Oi1(θi1). Now we can use same arguments for the remainingN−1 individuals

in I \{i1} and objects O \{o2} to establish that there is an individual, call her i2, such

that for any θi2 , we have
∣∣Oi2(θi1 , θi2)

∣∣ = 1. By a recursive construction, we obtain the

desired hierarchy I = {i1, i2, . . . , iN}.

Now I prove Proposition 1. Let M be an arbitrary non-exclusionary mechanism.

Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that M = 1. By Lemma 1, the set of agents

I = {i1, i2, . . . , iN} is a hierarchy.

Fix some arbitrary types profile θ, and for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, define ok = M(θ)(ik).

Also, for each I ′ ⊆ I and their types profile θI′ , let Oi(θI′) be defined as in Lemma 1.

Claim. |Oik(θik)| ≥ k for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}.

I first prove the claim for i2. Since [M is non-exclusionary, there is a preference profile

θ′ such that M(θ′)(i1) = o2. Since i1 has the highest position in the hierarchy, we have

that M(θ′i1 , θ−i1)(i1) = o2. Consequently, M(θ′i1 , θ−i1)(i2) = o′2 ̸= o2, which in turn

implies that |Oi2(θi2)| ≥ 2.

Now I prove the claim for i3. Since M is non-exclusionary, there is a preference profile

θ′ such that M(θ′)(i1) = o3. Since i1 has the highest position in the hierarchy, we

have that M(θ′i1 , θ−i1)(i1) = o3. Consequently, M(θ′i1 , θ−i1)(i2) = o′3 ̸= o3. Again,

since [M is non-exclusionary, there is a preference profile θ′′ such that M(θ′′)(i1) = o3

and M(θ′′)(i2) = o′3. Since i1 and i2 have the highest positions in the hierarchy, we

have that M(θ′′i1 , θ
′′
i2
, θ−{i1,i2})(i1) = o3 and M(θ′′i1 , θ

′′
i2
, θ−{i1,i2})(i2) = o′3. Consequently,

M(θ′′i1 , θ
′′
i2
, θ−{i1,i2})(i3) = o′′3 /∈ {o3, o′3}, which in turn implies that |Oi3(θi3)| ≥ 3. The
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proof of the claim for each k ≥ 3 is done analogously.

If Oi2(θi2) ̸= O, fix some o ∈ O \ Oi2(θi2). If Oi2(θi2) = O, o can be arbitrary.

Since M is non-exclusionary, there is a types profile θ̄ such that M(θ̄)(i1) = o, and

let ᾱ := M(θ̄i1 , θ−i1). Also, for each k ∈ {2, . . . , N}, let Ōik := Oik(θik) \ o. Since

|Oi2(θi2)| ≥ 2 (from the claim), and by the choice of o, we have |Ōi2| ≥ 2. Also, since

for each k ∈ {3, . . . , N}, |Oik(θik)| ≥ k ≥ 3 (again, from the claim), we have that

Ōik ≥ 2.

Now pick an arbitrary individual j1. Since |Ōj1| ≥ 2, there is an ō1 ∈ Ōj1 such that

ᾱ(j1) ̸= ō1. Moreover, there is an j2 ∈ I \ {j1} such that ᾱ(j2) = o. Since, Ōj2| ≥ 2,

there should be that there is an o2 ∈ O such that ᾱ(j2) ̸= o2. Continuing the procedure,

we obtain a chain of individuals and objects (j1, j2, j3, . . . ), and eventually it should

be that jk+1 = j1 for some k ≤ N . Consider the allocation ᾱ′ that differs from ᾱ by

that for each individual m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, we have ᾱ′(jm) = ᾱ′(jm+1). Hence, if the

mechanism selects ᾱ′ instead of ᾱ at types profile (θ̄i1 , θ−i1), no single individual can

detect misconduct. This contradicts that #M = 1. This completes the proof.
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